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1 Peter: Introduction & Background 

Being Peter 

Simon Peter was the one of the first disciples Jesus called along with his brother Andrew (Matthew 4 
vs 18-20). Peter could be described as enthusiastic, reactive, yet reflective and loving. Simon has a 
revelation of who Jesus really is (Mark 8/Matthew 16) and Jesus calls him Peter, the rock or stone. 
His name is the Latin ‘Petros,’ the feminine being ‘Petra.’ Jesus promises to build His Church from 
this rock; perhaps not personally on Peter but on his revelation of Jesus. Peter denies Jesus three 
times, though he was part of the inner group of disciples with James and John. Jesus later restores 
him to relationship after the resurrection. Peter initially becomes the leading figure in the Early 
Church prior to and after Pentecost and he was the first Apostle to reach out to the Gentiles. He 
struggled with the issues of reconciling his Jewish roots with his new found faith and came to blows 
with Paul (Galations2), yet he spoke out against the pressure of the Judaisers who wanted the new 
Christians who were gentiles to become proselyte Jews.  This is an issue that has been debated and 
at times has plagued the Church through its history.  

Peter is believed to have travelled from Jerusalem, to Antioch, Ephesus and finally to Rome. 
According to Church tradition, he was crucified upside down (as Jesus had indicated), in Rome. The 
timing of his death and the timing of his first letter has been open to debate. The general consensus 
appears to be that the letter was written between 73-90 AD after the fall of Jerusalem and this 
would tie in with the fact that there were many dispersed groups of people entering the Asia Minor 
area (modern day Turkey), following this event, of both Jewish and Gentile Christians. However 
there is some indication that Peter died earlier than this, in 64-67AD. 

The historical circumstances of the churches to which Peter wrote and what prompted Peter to 
write his letter  

 It may have been written from either Rome or Ephesus. It was written to Christians undergoing 
innocent suffering for their faith. 

From Rome: because of the reference to ‘Babylon’ figuratively meaning Rome. There was no known 
Christian community in Babylon, the ancient city, at the time 

From Ephesus: as the letter was written to the Churches of Asia Minor and Peter was believed to 
have settled there at some time. 

Paul writes to Christians in five Roman provinces, in the Northern region of Asia Minor (modern day 
Turkey). These provinces were, Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia and Bithynia. Acts 2 records that 
there were Jews from Pontus present on the day of Pentecost and they may have been the first 
believers to take the gospel back to this area. 

There is an indication that the Churches were facing persecution and Peter spends some time talking 
to this issue. He reminds them of who they are in God (chapters 1-2) and ways to live under this 
persecution. There were also some things happening in Rome that were causing some concern 
regarding the way some Christians were being treated by the Emperor(s) and  there was some 
obvious fear that this would spread. There appears to be no specific persecution by the Roman 
authorities at this time, but following the burning of Rome in 62AD, it may be that there was some 
spread of hostility towards Christians and Jews alike.  
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The meaning of the Greek words to describe this persecution in 1 Peter seem to indicate that the 
Christian community were experiencing isolated persecution and  being verbally insulted, beaten up 
physically and being humiliated, discredited and shamed in the ‘court of public opinion’. This was 
also perhaps related to the ethnic tensions that were being experienced in these areas at the time. If 
this was the case, these people were already being ridiculed for their ‘difference’ and then when 
they become Christians they are targeted for this also. 

More specifically there might have been some hostility locally about how Christians were relating 
across social barriers (hence reference to slaves and master) and changes in male-female 
relationships-(hence reference to women and marriage). Peter appears to specifically address these 
vulnerable groups. 

So Peter’s letter is one of encouragement under pressure that provides hope for the future. ‘The 
readers of the letter were experiencing unjust suffering and social estrangements but are assured 
of the divinely conferred honour that is theirs as a result of their divine rebirth, their faith in Jesus 
Christ and their incorporation into the household or family of God.’(Elliott, 2000). Peter implies 
these people now belong to the biggest family on Earth that is also eternal and has its origins before 
the world began (1 Peter 1 vs20-21) and that even in the midst of persecution their lives should 
exhibit the holiness by which they have been called to live. 

The Audience 

There has been a debate about this. Initially it seems Peter may have been writing to Jewish 
Christians; he says he is writing to those believers in Asia Minor who had been dispersed or of the 
‘diaspora’- a term often used in the OT of the Jews and their exile from their land.  

However, if this letter was written after the fall of Jerusalem, possibly from Ephesus, when Peter 
talks about those who have been dispersed he could be talking about all believers who are 
everywhere in the area. 

The ideas around the ‘diaspora’ may well have been adopted by the Church as their view might have 
been that this earth was not their own. Christians are often seen as aliens in another land not their 
own-they are looking for the home to come. Another argument in favour of the Gentiles is in chapter 
two where he talks about ,’once you were not a people, you are now the people of God.’ This could 
hardly be said of the Jews who knew they were God’s people from OT times. Finally the sins Peter 
mentions also indicates that these were the things Jews would know about through their law 
anyway, they would not have to be told.  

However, it could be argued that many of Jewish descent may have forgotten about how to live 
either because of their dispersion but also because of Paul’s teaching about the invalidity of the law 
now. Another argument in favour of the Jewish-Christian audience is that Peter uses a number of 
Jewish symbols-‘temple’, ‘priesthood’- that Jewish people would understand. However it might be 
argued that these symbols were by this time well embedded and integrated into the understanding 
of the Church and what Jesus came to fulfill and explain. In addition Peter as Jew would 
automatically refer to Jewish ideas as types or forerunners of what has been accomplished in Christ. 

Despite the debate about this, the letter Peter writes seems to be addressing a largely Gentile 
Christian audience. By this time the Church would have evolved somewhat from its Jewish roots and  
a new generations of Christians were growing up and these people could have been drawn from 
both Jewish and Gentile people groups. What Peter has to say was still relevant to all Christians, 
whatever their ethnic background. Therefore there is some relevance for us today, who are now 
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living in nations that have mixed race and ethnic backgrounds  and too are scattered amongst non-
believers. 

Content: 

A) Glorious salvation-living hope, divine power, the plan and regeneration and purification-

chapter 1. 

B) Believer’s position and holiness of their call; their call and how this should work out in 

Christian living in the Church and to outsiders-Chapter 2-3. 

C) Persecution and suffering; Christ as the example-Chapter 3v 22 to 4v19. 

D) Final exhortations and warnings; elders, young and old, warning against the devil and final 

benediction-Chapter 5 

 

Themes of 1 Peter 

1) The work of Christ 

2) Suffering for doing right 

3) Suffering for being a Christian 

4) Living in love and holiness- the key 

5) Human relationships, inside and outside the Church. 
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